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Abstract
Ambient assisted living solutions (AAL) aim to improve the quality of life, especially of elderly with cognitive and physical 
disabilities, by providing assistive tasks such as medication management, reminders of daily activities or medical tests. How-
ever, the loss of physical functions (such as mobility, eyesight and hearing), as well as the loss of cognitive functions (starting 
from amnesia to severe disabilities as dementia or Alzheimer), require appropriate solutions in order to offer personalised 
assistive tasks according to user needs and characteristics. In this paper, we propose a novel methodology that is based on 
the integration of a service-oriented approach with normative reasoning to automatically generate assistive tasks customised 
for different target user’s profiles, and deployable in any AAL environment. The formalisation of the conceptual steps of the 
methodology is provided, together with a framework implementing them. The advantages of dynamic customisation obtained 
by decoupling the functional and not functional aspects of assistive technology are shown through a validation scenario.
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1 Introduction

Ambient assisted living (AAL) environments are becoming 
a more and more realistic opportunity due to the advances 
in Information and Communication technology that allow 
equipping environments with smart devices providing func-
tionalities not available since recently. These smart environ-
ments may provide ubiquitous support to people, allowing 
to automatically control smart devices to evaluate the health 
state of users, to avoid dangerous situations, and to improve 
environmental comfort (Woźniak and Połap 2019; Lauraitis 
et al. 2019; Ribino et al. 2020; Wozniak et al. 2020). Among 
the several applications of AAL, those in the healthcare 
domain are very attractive since they provide support to the 

elderly in their everyday life, partially relieving caregivers 
and/or nurses tasks. Nevertheless, their applicability in real 
settings is still far from reaching its potential because of the 
difficulties in the acceptance of assistive technology, above 
all, when dealing with fragile classes of users as the elderly.

In this context, personalisation based on specific charac-
teristics and needs of each user is a crucial requirement in 
order to make assistive care supported by modern technol-
ogy effective. The possibility to adapt the way the assistive 
tasks are delivered depending on unforeseen events causing 
either a change of the user’s state or devices availability can 
further improve the acceptance level of technology due to 
the adoption of a full user-centric vision. In addition, adapta-
tion allows deploying assistive care applications in several 
AAL environments, such as nursing home, private houses 
and hospitals that can be equipped with different technologi-
cal devices, without relying on an all in one solution.

A technologically supported assistive task is usually a 
composition of atomic sub-tasks so that it can be accom-
plished by services offered by different devices (i.e., their 
providers). With the increasing development of the Internet 
of Things technology, several devices may be available with 
the same functionality, but different non-functional charac-
teristics. Hence, it becomes essential to select services that 
can, on the one hand, satisfy user features and needs, and, 
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on the other hand, be provided by the devices available in a 
specific AAL environment may provide. So, the provision 
of customised assistive tasks should rely on the choice of 
an appropriate set of services/devices satisfying not only 
functional objectives of the composite task but also prefer-
ences, needs and characteristics of the target user and the 
environment.

In this paper, we propose a methodology to automatically 
generate assistive tasks that can be deployed in any AAL 
environment, relying on the integration of a service-oriented 
approach with normative reasoning to allow for dynamic 
customisation of such tasks with respect to both user char-
acteristics and available devices. The methodology consists 
of representing non-functional characteristics of services in 
terms of quality of service (QoS) attributes, and the pref-
erences and needs of users in terms of norms tailored to 
different classes of users. Services providing the required 
functionalities and the QoS attributes values compliant 
with norms for classified users are automatically selected 
at runtime, so composing personalised assistive plans. A 
framework to realise the proposed methodology is provided, 
and it is used to implement a validation scenario that allows 
describing its main features.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 
reports some related works on QoS-based service selection. 
Section 3 introduces concepts related to the service-oriented 
approach for assistive technology and an overview of nor-
mative reasoning. Section 4 shows how the service-oriented 
approach is used in the proposed methodology. Section 5 
presents the proposed methodological approach and the 
norm-based specification framework. In Sect. 6, an applica-
tion scenario is illustrated, while an experimental valida-
tion of the approach reported in Sect. 7. Finally, in Sect. 8, 
discussion and conclusions are presented.

2  Related works

The concept of quality of service has become an impor-
tant selection criterion for addressing the problem to select 
the most suitable services for performing a composite task. 
Usually, the considered QoS attributes refer to non-func-
tional service characteristics that can be domain dependant 
or domain-independent, and they are related to objective 
factors under the control of their providers. Typical QoS 
attributes are execution time, reliability, availability and 
cost. For these attributes metrics and aggregation functions 
should be defined for designing automatic methods to select 
services that meet the required criteria (Ardagna and Pernici 
2007; Aggarwal et al. 2004). There are several approaches 
proposed in the literature for performing QoS-based service 
selection and composition that use global or local selection 

criteria (Hong and Hu 2009), and propose static or dynamic 
methods (Rao and Su 2004).

A global approach selects the best composition according 
to global constraints. Services are selected in such a way the 
QoS required for the entire composite task, known as end-
to-end QoS constraint, is achieved.

The problem to find a combination of services whose 
QoS values, once aggregated, meet the QoS end-to-end 
constraints is known to be NP-hard. It has been formulated 
as an optimisation problem solved with static approaches 
assuming that fix QoS values for each service are provided, 
so relying on prior knowledge of the component service QoS 
values. Some works propose algorithms to select services 
using linear integer programming methods to maximise 
a utility value given by the weighted sum of QoS attrib-
utes as in Ardagna and Pernici (2007). Local constraints 
are included in the linear programming model used to sat-
isfy global QoS constraints. Nevertheless, the computation 
complexity increases exponentially with the number of com-
ponent services. In Alrifai and Risse (2010) mixed integer 
programming is used to find the optimal decomposition of 
global QoS constraints into local constraints, and then local 
selection finds the best services that satisfy these local con-
straints. Some studies tried to extend the multi-dimension 
multiple-choice 0–1 knapsack problem (MMKP) with heu-
ristic algorithms to get near-optimal solutions for service 
selection problems (Yu et al. 2007).

Several service selection frameworks based on fuzzy 
multicriteria decision making (MCDM) methods have been 
proposed in the literature. In Masdari and Khezri (2020) 
MCDM techniques are adapted to handle fuzziness of users’ 
preferences and QoS properties to provide a more effective 
ranking of available services to select the most appropriate 
ones according to QoS factors. In Qi et al. (2018), a discrete 
differential evolution algorithm for global quality composi-
tion optimisation is proposed, evaluating the typical QoS 
attributes that are service response time, availability and 
reliability.

Recently, agent-based methods were also developed 
for QoS-aware service composition. In Naseri and Navi-
mipour (2019) a new hybrid approach based on an agent-
based method to compose services by identifying the QoS 
parameters is proposed. Then, a particle swarm optimisation 
(PSO) algorithm is employed for selecting the best services 
based on a fitness function. In Chaib et al. (2018), a model 
of adaptive service composition in ambient intelligence 
environment based on multi-agent system is presented. The 
agents are associated with each object of the environment, 
and they can coordinate their competences to provide suit-
able QoS values that meet some requirements, considering 
the context. An intelligent lighting system of a room office 
containing several and different light sources is presented as 
an exemplification of the approach. The main objective of 
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the system is to illuminate a space with the desired lighting 
intensity to satisfy the lighting needs with minimum energy 
consumption.

Heuristic algorithms, such as genetic ones, have also 
been proposed to solve QoS-aware service selection finding 
approximate solutions as they are faster to reach than opti-
mal ones (Canfora et al. 2005). Besides, they can be applied 
with non-linear QoS aggregation functions, while traditional 
approaches, as linear integer programming, require lineari-
zation. In Thangaraj and Balasubramanie (2020), authors 
proposed a hybrid meta-heuristics genetic algorithm with 
tabu search for retrieving the most appropriate services for 
the end-user based on the QoS objective parameters such 
as availability of service, response time, throughput and 
interoperability between the services. Zhang et al. (2014) 
proposed to decompose a composite service with a general 
flow structure into parallel execution paths, and to model the 
service selection problem for each execution path as a multi-
objective optimisation problem, solved with an ant colony 
optimisation algorithm. In Asghari et al. (2020), privacy is 
included as another QoS service factor for cloud service 
composition.

Local approaches select the best candidate services, one 
at a time, by associating each component task to the best 
candidate service, as proposed in Zeng et al. (2004).

As concerns static and dynamic approaches, they differ 
for the time when service selection occurs: at design-time 
for static approaches, at runtime for dynamic ones with the 
dynamic binding of selected services. The dynamic approach 
is more promising than the static one since it limits failures 
due to the unavailability of services when needed (D’Mello 
and Ananthanarayana 2010). Other approaches also handle 
service failure by providing methods for relaxing QoS con-
straints (Lin et al. 2011) or redundant services when not 
suitable services are available to meet QoS requirements 
(Kokash and D’Andrea 2007; Ardagna and Mirandola 2010).

From the literature review arises that an open research 
field is the definition of new techniques for personalised 
QoS-based service selection (Muthuraman and Venkate-
san 2016). In such context, QoS attributes refer not only 
to objective factors, depending on their service providers, 
but also to subjective information depending on their users. 
Such types of QoS attributes require first the acquisition of 
user preferences that can either be learned, as proposed in 
Wang et al. (2007), or be provided by domain experts, and 
then a decision phase for selecting the suitable QoS-based 
services. In Ouadah et al. (2019), a hybrid approach to rank 
services is proposed that mixes methods from the MCDM 
field, and it evaluates aggregation of weighted QoS criteria 
that are both objective and subjective.

In the present work, QoS attributes refer to both objective 
and subjective QoS attributes. The subjective ones refer to 
the interaction modalities of users with devices providing 

component services of assistive tasks. The objective ones 
refer to the energy consumption and the execution time of 
component services. The knowledge about user preferences 
is assumed to be provided by professionals in the healthcare 
domain. The service selection decision relies on a novel 
approach grounding on the idea to express QoS constraints 
in terms of norms (i.e., option, obligations or prohibitions) 
that characterise category of users and the environment, thus 
creating personalised assistive plans by choosing services in 
compliance with such prescribed Normed-QoS.

3  Background

In this paper, we propose a methodology to customise assis-
tive plans to specific user’s characteristics, that integrates a 
service-oriented approach with normative reasoning whose 
concepts are here briefly introduced.

3.1  Service‑oriented for assistive technology

An assistive task delivered by a human is usually described 
as an atomic functionality since a single provider delivers it. 
Instead, when using assistive technology, several devices are 
necessary to provide a task, each one responsible for provid-
ing a specific functionality. A natural approach to represent 
an assistive task as a composition of functionalities delivered 
by different devices is the service-oriented one (Papazoglou 
et al. 2007). It allows representing a complex functional-
ity as an orchestration of services, each one considered as 
an autonomous computational entity under the control of 
decoupled and distributed providers that can be the devices 
responsible for their provision. These functionalities rely on 
standard technologies that guarantee their interoperability 
and execution on distributed computing units.

Moreover, the concept of service allows adopting a uni-
form representation of different functionalities necessary to 
deploy a complex application composed of heterogeneous 
components from a functional point of view. This feature is 
crucial to manage the diversity of devices that are usually 
employed to provide assistive services, requiring approaches 
that are not constrained by a specific technology.

3.2  Normative reasoning and deontic logic

Generally speaking, norms can be seen as normative rules 
used for governing conducts, procedures or state of affairs 
within a particular sphere of knowledge. The normative rea-
soning is the reasoning conforming to or based on norms. It 
is formally studied through the Deontic Logic (Cocchiarella 
2015), which is the study of the logical relationships among 
propositions asserting that specific actions or state of affairs 
are obligatory, forbidden or permitted. From the application 
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point of view, deontic logic is the logic that deals with 
actual as well as the ideal behaviour of systems (Wieringa 
and Meyer 1993). Oppositely from the classic logic, when 
working with norms, we have to consider that they are nei-
ther true nor false. Hence, a typical approach is to consider 
the deontic logic as a logic of normative propositions. The 
underlying concept is that, even if norms are neither true nor 
false, someone may state that something ought to be done 
(according to norms): the statement John ought to pay the 
taxes is, then, true or false description of a normative situa-
tion (Alchourrón 1969).

The Traditional Scheme of deontic logic is based on 
five normative statuses (McNamara 2006): it is obliga-
tory that (OB), it is permissible that (PE), it is impermis-
sible that (IM), it is gratuitous that (GR), it is optional 
that (OP). The Traditional Definitional Scheme (TDS) 
takes the first as basic, and defines the rest as follows: 
PEp ↔∼ OB ∼ p  ,  IMp ↔ OB ∼ p  ,  GRp ↔∼ OBp  , 
OPp ↔ (∼ OBp& ∼ OB ∼ p) . The first statement asserts 
that something is permissible if and only if its negation is 
not obligatory. The second and the third expression assert 
that something is impermissible if and only if its negation is 
obligatory, and gratuitous if and only if it is not obligatory. 
Finally, something is optional if and only if neither it nor 
its negation is obligatory. In addition, a proposition may be 
obligatory, optional, or impermissible, but it can not belong 
to more than one of these three categories. Moreover, the 
permissible propositions are those that are either obliga-
tory or optional, and the gratuitous propositions are neither 
impermissible nor optional. Furthermore, it is generally 
assumed that if p it is obligatory then p is true, vice versa if 
p is true, then p is permissible.

For reasoning with norms, several systems have been 
introduced, but the benchmark system of deontic logic is 
the so-called Standard Deontic Logic (SDL). SDL is one of 
the first deontic logics axiomatically specified (Von Wright 
1951; Hansen 2008; McNamara 2006). It builds upon propo-
sitional logic and it is obtained from the modal logic. For 
the scope of this work, we adopt the operators Obligation 
(O), Option (Op) and Prohibition (P) conforming to the 
Traditional Definitional Scheme. In particular, let A be a 
proposition, OA means that it is obligatory that the situa-
tion described by the descriptive sentence A is realised, PA 
means that it is prohibited that the situation described by the 
descriptive sentence A is realised, finally OpA means that it 
is indifferent that the situation described by the descriptive 
sentence A is realised.

4  Assistive tasks as Abstract Workflows

In this work, the service-oriented approach is used at a 
higher level of abstraction to allow for the dynamic person-
alisation and adaptation of assistive tasks at runtime start-
ing from their abstract representation in terms of functional 
components at design time (Di Napoli et al. 2017). In fact, 
when a task needs to be automatically provided by a set of 
technological devices, it is necessary to functionally split it 
into sub-tasks, each one provided by a specific device. The 
rationale of this choice is that it is usually unlikely that a 
single device, unless ad hoc designed, can deliver a complex 
assistive task.

The service-oriented approach is here proposed as a 
development methodology that allows:

– to adopt a uniform representation of the heterogeneous 
functionalities, from a functional point of view, compos-
ing an assistive task;

– to decouple the functionality provided by a service from 
the provider responsible for its delivery;

– to orchestrate services provided both by the devices 
composing the AAL environment and by third parties, 
so relying on external services when necessary;

– to decouple the functional aspect of service from the 
different modalities it can be delivered with, usually 
referred to as its non-functional aspects.

The subtasks composing an assistive task are identified 
according to the functionalities that devices, potentially 
available in an AAL environment, may provide. The abstract 
representation of an assistive task in terms of its functional-
ity is referred to as an Abstract Workflow (AW), a directed 
graph where each node is an Abstract Service (AS), i.e. an 
atomic functionality that can be concretely delivered by 
devices of an AAL environment, and arcs represent func-
tional dependencies among nodes, determining their execu-
tion order (Di Napoli 2009).

An Abstract Service can also be characterised by non-
functional aspects referred to as Quality of Service that are 
domain-dependent attributes, such as execution cost, execu-
tion time, and so on (Kritikos and Plexousakis 2009). Hence, 
we extend the Abstract Service definition to a QoS-based 
Abstract Service (Q-AS) meaning an Abstract Service asso-
ciated with a set of QoS attributes types. Here, QoS attrib-
utes refer to the different modalities an AS can be delivered 
with. The types and the corresponding values of QoS attrib-
utes are determined depending on the specific functionality 
and the corresponding device.

Concrete implementations of a QoS-based Abstract Ser-
vice are referred to as a QoS-based Concrete Service (Q-CS), 
and the devices providing them as Service Providers (SP). 
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The proposed approach to decouple abstract functionalities 
from their concrete implementation allows associating to a 
single functionality, different implementations that can be 
delivered by different devices.

A QoS-based Abstract Service is defined as follows:

where id is the Q-AS identifier, fname is the name of the 
functionality it refers to, abs_output is an abstraction of the 
expected output of the corresponding QoS-based Concrete 
Service, and (qos1, .., qosm) is the list of the QoS attributes 
types associated to the Q-AS.

A QoS-based Concrete Service is defined as:

where id is the Q-CS identifier, idQ−AS is the identifier of 
the corresponding Q-AS, idSP is the identifier of the device 
providing the Q-CS, url is the endpoint of the Q-CS, in and 
out are respectively the input and output of the Q-CS, and 
(qos1, .., qosm) is the list of the QoS attributes values associ-
ated to the list of QoS attributes types of the corresponding 
Q-AS.

Likewise, a QoS-based Abstract Workflow (Q-AW) is 
associated to an Abstract Workflow, and it is defined as 
follows:

where id is the Q-AW identifier, TaskName is the name of 
the assistive task represented by the Q-AW, Tstart and Tend 
identify the time range of the assistive task duration, and 
AW(Q-ASset,E) is a directed graph with Q-ASset containing 
the nodes of the graph, and E the directed arcs. Each arc 
represents a transition from an origin node to a target node. 
Nodes with no outgoing arcs are terminal nodes.

In Fig. 1, an example of an Abstract Workflow represent-
ing the assistive task to remind a user to take medicines, 
Remind Medicine, is reported in terms of the Abstract Ser-
vices necessary to perform the task.

The identified functionalities are:

– to identify user localisation (Find user);
– to check that the user is in a physical state suitable to fol-

low the usual pharmacological therapy (Check user 
Physical state);

– to check whether the user has already taken the medicine 
(Check taken medicine);

– to check if the time is still compatible with the time range 
planned for the pharmacological therapy (Check time 
in);

– to remind the user to take the medicine (Remind med-
icine);

(1)Q-AS =< id, fname, abs_output, (qos1, .., qosm) >

(2)Q-CS =< id, idQ−AS, idSP, url, in, out, (qos1, .., qosm) >

(3)
Q-AW =< id, TaskName,Tstart, Tend,AW(Q-ASset,E) >

– to generate an alert signal in case of detected anomalies 
(Alert);

– to end the assistive task (Done).

Each Q-AS composing the Q-AW can be provided as a Q-CS 
by different devices with different non-func-tional character-
istics. For example, Find user can be deployed as a service 
provided by a mobile robot using localisation procedures 
relying on its sensors, or by a set of cameras installed in the 
domestic environment. These different devices involve dif-
ferent interaction modalities with the user. So, a QoS type 
associated with the Find User Abstract Service is the level 
of interaction with the technology that is required to the user.

Starting from the functional representation of an assis-
tive task in terms of a QoS-based Abstract Workflow, the 
normative reasoning allows to automatically generate the 
corresponding executable assistive task composed of QoS-
based Concrete Services, i.e. concrete implementations of 
the required functionalities provided by a specific device 
with specific QoS values. The QoS-based Concrete Services 
are determined by defining normatively the QoS values that 
are valid or acceptable for identified classes of users or spe-
cific contexts. So, the obtained executable assistive tasks are 
customised for each user in terms of the QoS values of its 
components, as the corresponding devices can provide them.

Fig. 1  The remind medicine Abstract Workflow
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5  Normed‑QoS for customisable assistive 
plans

The novel idea grounding on the proposed approach is to 
define normatively (i.e., in terms of option, obligation or 
prohibition norms) the quality of service, thus introducing 
the novel concept of Normed-QoS (N-QoS).

In this work, norms are conceptualised adopting a typical 
system of deontic logic that comprises ordinary first-order 
logic and some deontic operators. Hence, we extend the 
concepts of Q-AW and Q-AS to respectively Norm-oriented 
Abstract Workflow (N-AW) and Norm-oriented Abstract Ser-
vice (N-AS) by introducing a new formalisation based on the 
first-order logic. This formalisation allows integrating the 
traditional approach of service composition with a norm-
oriented paradigm. In doing so, we differentiate from the 

classic service orientation approach introducing normative 
reasoning for the creation of personalised plans. The norma-
tive reasoning allows us to select the concrete services that 
are compliant with a prescribed set of normed-QoS.

5.1  Methodological approach metamodel

The methodological approach proposed in this study is based 
on the metamodel depicted in Fig. 2. It shows the transi-
tion from an Abstract Workflow towards a customised plan, 
referred to as Customised Concrete Plan (CCP), through-
out a Norm-oriented Abstract Workflow model, and a set 
of normed-QoS. As we can see from Fig. 2, at the abstract 
layer, a QoS-based Abstract Workflow is defined for per-
forming a required task. At this purpose, starting from the 
functionalities specified in the Abstract Workflow, a set of 
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non-functional requirements have to be identified represent-
ing the types of quality of service attributes necessary in 
order to satisfy user needs or preferences. In some context, 
such as the healthcare, a set of non-functional requirements 
may represent a typical or expected pattern (i.e., a norm) 
that characterises both a category of users, and a particular 
domain context.

The transition from a Q-AW specification to an N-AW 
model is obtained by specialising the elements of the 
abstract layer (see Fig. 2) with a new set of elements that 
derive from norm-based theoretical foundations proposed 
in Ribino and Lodato (2019). In particular, in this work, we 
propose the novel concept of normed-QoS, thus introducing 
a Norm-oriented Abstract Workflow. Each element of the 
normative layer that composes the N-AW model is detailed 
in Sect. 5.2. Finally, at the concrete layer, the process of 
customisation is completed through the algorithms intro-
duced in Sect. 5.3 that allow for the generation of Concrete 
Customised Plans.

5.2  Norm‑based specification framework

Equation 4 shows the tuple that describes the proposed 
Norm-oriented Abstract Workflow model:

where Wt is the knowledge at a given time t modelled by 
using the concept of state of the world; G is the Goal the N-
AW has to reach; N-ASset is a set of N-AS ordered according 
to the linearization of the Q-AW; and N-QoSset is the set of 
normed-QoS that constraint the way for fulfilling the N-AW 
goal. In detail, the state of the world Wt represents a set of 
declarative information about events (occurred within the 
environment), and relations among events at a specific time. 
Events are defined as occurrences of some facts that can be 
perceived by or communicated to the system. They can be 
used to represent information that can characterise the situ-
ation of an interacting user, as well as a set of circumstances 
in which the system operates at a specific time. In this work, 
we distinguish between static ( SIS ) and dynamic ( DIS ) 
information on the state of the world. A static information 
state is based on the assumption that it remains constant with 
respect to time during the system execution, while the DIS 
may change. It is due to the effects that the employment of 
concrete services produces on the state of the world.

Definition 1 (State of the world) Let D be the set of con-
cepts defining a domain. Let L be a first-order logic defined 
on D with ⊤ a tautology and ⊥ a logical contradiction, 
where an atomic formula p(t1, t2..., tn) ∈ L is represented 
by a predicate applied to a tuple of terms (t1, t2..., tn) ∈ D 
and the predicate is a property of or a relation between such 

(4)N-AW = ⟨Wt
,G,N-ASset,N-QoSset⟩

terms that can be true or false. A state of the world at a given 
time t ( Wt ) is a subset of atomic formulae whose values are 
true at the time t:

where the subset of atomic formulae defines both static and 
dynamic information states as follows:

An example of the state of the world at time t could be 
the following:

where the first proposition is a static information state, and 
the second one is a dynamic information state because the 
user location may change during the time. Definition 1 is 
based on the close world hypothesis (Reiter 1981) assuming 
that all facts not in the state of the world are considered false.

The second element of the N-AW model is formally 
defined as follows:

Definition 2 (Goal) Let D , L and p(t1, t2..., tn) ∈ L be the 
elements previously introduced in Definition 1. Let tc ∈ L 
and fs ∈ L be formulae that may be composed of atomic for-
mulae by means of logic connectives AND(∧ ), OR ( ∨ ) and 
NOT ( ¬ ). A Goal is a pair ⟨tc, fs⟩ where tc (trigger condition) 
is a condition to be evaluated over a state of the world Wt 
when the goal may be actively pursued, and fs (final state) 
is a condition to be evaluated over a state of the world Wt+�t 
when it is eventually addressed. A goal is active if Eq. 7 is 
verified. A goal is addressed if Eq. 8 is verified.

A goal is activated when some conditions occur (i.e., the 
trigger conditions), and it is achieved when a new state of the 
world contains the final state. In Eq. 8, �t is the frequency at 
which the system monitors the state of the world.

Resuming the example in Sect.  3.1 that defines an 
Abstract Workflow for the task of reminding medicine, its 
goal could be represented according to our formalism as 
follows:

meaning that the system starts to pursue the goal G when 
the trigger condition isTime(T, User, Medicine) 
will be true in a state of the world Wt . The system consid-
ers the goal satisfied when the final state remind(User, 
Medicine, completed) will be reached in a state of 
the world Wt+�t.

(5)W
t = [p1(t1, t2, ..., th), ..., pn(t1, t2, ..., tm)]

(6)[p1(t1, t2, ..., th), ..., pn(t1, t2, ..., tm)] = SIS ∪DIS

W
t = [isUser(user, hearing_impaired), user_Location(user, kitchen)]

(7)tc(W
t) ∧ ¬fs(W

t) = true

(8)fs(W
t+�t) = true

G = ⟨�sTime(T ,User,Medicine), remind(User,Medicine, completed)⟩
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The third element of the model is N-ASset , where a Norm-
oriented Abstract Service is a generalised semantic represen-
tation of a QoS-based Abstract Service that can guarantee 
specific QoS types.

Definition 3 (Norm-oriented Abstract Service) Let D , L , 
and p(t1, t2, ..., tn) ∈ L be the elements previously introduced 
in the Definition 1. Let pre_cond ∈ L and post_cond ∈ L 
be formulae composed of atomic formulae by means of 
logic connectives AND(∧ ), OR ( ∨ ) and NOT ( ¬ ). A Norm-
oriented Abstract Service is defined by the tuple showed by 
Eq. 9.

where id is the N-AS identifier; name is the fname of the 
corresponding QoS-based Abstract Service it refers to; 
pre_cond is a logic condition that must be satisfied so 
that the corresponding QoS-based Abstract Service can 
be chosen, and it is derived from the incoming arcs of 
the corresponding Abstract Service of the QoS-based 
Abstract Workflow; post_cond is a logic condition that 
describes as the abs_output of the corresponding QoS-
based Abstract Service modifies the state of the world; 
QoSset = {qos1, qos2, ..., qosm} is a set of QoS types of the 
corresponding QoS-based Abstract Service.

Considering the previous example, a Norm-oriented 
Abstract Service could be represented as follows:

The reported N-AS corresponds to a QoS-based Abstract 
Service that is able to check the physical state of registered 
users. It provides as QoS type the interaction modality refer-
ring to a set of predefined features impacting the way users 

can interact with technology, and their values can be, for 
example, dialogue or text. As for the Q-AS, also the N-AS 
represents an abstraction of the AS Check_User_Phys-
ical_State that can be performed by an element of Q-
CSset with a given value of the QoS type, for example the 
dialogue modality.

The last element of the specification framework is the set 
of normed-QoS, N-QoSset that constrains the way the goal 
is achieved.

Definition 4 (Normed-QoS) Let D , L , and p(t1, t2..., tn) ∈ L 
be the elements previously introduced in Definition 1. Let 
� ∈ L and � ∈ L be formulae composed of atomic formulae 
by means of logic connectives AND(∧ ), OR ( ∨ ) and NOT 

(9)N-AS = ⟨id, name, pre_cond, post_cond,QoSset⟩

�����_����_��������_�����(����) = ⟨����������(����), ��������_�����(����, ���)����������_�����(����, 
��), 	������������������⟩

( ¬ ). Moreover, let Dop = {option, obligation, prohibition} be 
the set of deontic operators. A Normed-QoS is defined by 
following tuple:

where: N-ASset is the set of Norm-oriented Abstract Services 
the N-QoS is applied to; � ∈ L is a formula that expresses 
the QoS values that are prescribed for the QoS types and 
ruled conditions as well; � ∈ L is a logic condition (to be 
evaluated over a state of the world Wt ) under which the norm 
is applicable; d ∈ Dop is the deontic operator applied to � 
defining the type of prescription, where:

An obligation imposes to obtain the QoS value defined 
in � . A prohibition defines � as a not-acceptable condition. 
Finally, options do not have a restrictive role. They are 
mainly used for indicating desirable but not obligatory QoS 
values, thus providing alternatives. Moreover, each normed-
QoS is associated with a priority that represents a weight 
indicating its relevance in the particular application domain.

Resuming the previous example, let us suppose to define 
an assistive plan for reminding medicines for hearing 
impaired users. It is expected that for this category of users, 
a fundamental quality of service is the interaction modality 

with the device. Thus, for personalising the assistive task, a 
normed-QoS is defined stating that the Interaction Modal-
ity must be only visual. In our approach, such a statement is 
formalised as follows:

Hence, a normed-QoS mainly prescribes acceptable QoS 
values of the given QoS types for classes of users, and under 
specific circumstances, thus guiding the selection of norm-
compliant QoS-based Concrete Services.

Finally, in our approach, the Norm-oriented Abstract 
Workflow specification model is represented according to 
the following template.

(10)N-QoS = ⟨N − ASset, �,�, d⟩[priority]

(11)d(�) =

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

� if d = obligation

¬�, if d = prohibition

� ∨ ¬� if d = option

N − QoS = ⟨������(����, ��������), �����������_��������(�����), ������(���, �������_��
�����), �	��������⟩[�]
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1

2 /∗∗ State o f the World ∗∗/
3 SIS : s e t o f p r ed i c a t e s
4 DIS : s e t o f p r ed i c a t e s
5

6 /∗∗ Goal ∗∗/
7 TriggerCondi t ion : formula
8 Fina lS ta t e : formula
9

10 /∗∗Norm−o r i en t ed Abstract S e r v i c e s Set ∗∗/
11 ServiceName
12 Precond i t i ons : formula
13 Pos tcond i t i ons : formula
14 QoS Types : s e t o f p r ed i c a t e s
15 . . .
16 /∗∗Normed−QoS Set ∗∗/
17 NormID
18 NormType : deont i c operator
19 Se r v i c e s : l i s t o f N−AS
20 RuledCondition : formula (QoS Type (QoS Value )
21 AND other cond i t i on s )
22 App l i c ab i l i t yCond i t i on : formula
23 Pr i o r i t y : p r i o r i t y va lue
24 . . .

Listing 1: Template of the specification model for a
Norm-oriented Abstract Workflow.

It is worth noting that the definitions mentioned above 
imply a formalisation of a sphere of knowledge in which 
the system operates. In particular, to establish a relationship 
between the formal specification of goals, the state of the 
world and the formal representation of the normative frame-
work, it is necessary to refer to the same semantic layer. 
This requirement can be satisfied, for example, by adopting 
a knowledge formalisation based on a proper domain ontol-
ogy. It is out of the scope of the paper how to build such an 
ontology.

5.3  Algorithms for customised concrete plans 
generation

The N-AW is essentially a representation of an assistive task 
through a set of N-AS and N-QoS that describe the function-
alities and the constraints for producing customised results 
for target users. Thus, it is not executable, but it can be 
planned in a variety of ways, so producing a set of custom-
ised concrete plans. They are composed of QoS-based Con-
crete Services provided by different Service Providers that 
are compliant with the prescribed normed-QoS (see Fig. 2), 
by including the normative reasoning shown in Algorithm 1.

Given an N-AW model, Algorithm 1 firstly generates a 
sequence of N-AS, (named tempSeq), that satisfies the goal 
of the N-AW, starting from a state of the world Wt , and con-
strained by the N-QoSSet . This initial sequence is obtained 

by means of Algorithm 2 that, from an initial state of the 
world, reaches a final state of the world containing the goal 
throughout intermediate states that do not violate the pre-
scribed N-QoSset.

Algorithm 1: Customised Concrete Plan
Generation
Data: N -AW
Result: Customised Concrete P lan (CCP )
〈Wt,G, N -ASset,N -QoSset〉 ← N -AW ;
Plan ← ∅;
goal states ← ∅;
〈tc, fs〉 ← G;
result ← 〈Type, P lan〉;
goal states.append(fs);
tempSeq ← norm aware P lanner(N -ASSet,N -
QoSSet,Wt, goal states, P lan);
result ← find concrete services(tempSeq);

switch result.Type do
case Result1 do

Customised Concrete P lan ← result.P lan;
break;

case Result2 do
Customised Concrete P lan ← null;
break;

case Result3 do
N ′

QoS ← Relax norm(N -QoSSet);
N -AW ′ ← 〈Wt,G, N -ASSet,N ′-QoSSet〉;
Customised P lan Generation(N -AW ′);
break;

for cs ∈ Customised Concrete P lan do
as ← get abstService(cs);
WE ← {Wt ∪ as.postCond ∪ as.QoSs};
execute(cs);
Wt ← update(Wt);
if Wt W≡� E then

N -AW ′ ← 〈Wt,G, N -ASSet,N -QoSSet〉;
Customised P lan Generation(N -AW ′);
break;

For evaluating if a state of the world, generated by choos-
ing a particular N-AS, is violating a normed-QoS, the follow-
ing condition has to be verified:

where effectN−AS expresses the result of the post-condition 
of the N-AS along with the provided QoS on the state of 
the world. The condition (12) verifies that, by applying the 
deontic operator of the applicable N-QoS, it does not result 
in a logical contradiction. If no contradiction occurs, the 
corresponding N-AS can be chosen, and Algorithm 2 can 
proceed to explore new sub-goals, i.e., the preconditions of 
the N-AS previously chosen.

(12)effectN−AS ∧ d(n1.�1) ∧ ... ∧ d(nm.�m) ≠⟂
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Algorithm 2: Norm Aware Planner
Data: N -

ASSet,NQoS ,W, goal states, CurrentP lan
Result: tempSeq
tempSeq ← ∅;
if length(goal states) = 0 then

return Plan;

i ← 0;
while i < length(goals) do

current goalstate ← goal stets.get(i);
if achieved(current goalstate,W) then

i ← i+ 1;
continue;

if unification(currentGoal,W) then
i ← i+ 1;
continue;

List candidate N -AS ← {as | as ∈ N -AS} ∧
isRelevant(as.postCond, current goal state)};
List applicable Normed−QoS ← {n | n ∈ N -
QoSSet ∧ isSatisfied(φn,W)};

m ← length(List applicable Normed−QoS);
for as ∈ List candidate N-AS do

effectN−AS = as.postCond ∧ as.QoSs;
if
effectN−AS∧d(ρn1)∧d(ρn2)...∧d(ρnm

) �=⊥
then

as chosen ← as;
subgoals ← list(as chosen.preCond);
CurrentP lan ←
CurrentP lan.append(asChoosen)
W′ ← W.include(as chosen.postCond);

solution = norm aware P lanner(N -
ASSet,N -
QoSSet,W′, subgoals, currentP lan);

if solution = Null then
remove(as chosen, currentP lan);
continue;

else
tempSeq.append(solution);
tempSeq.append(aschosen);
Found ← True;

if ¬Found then
return Null

Once the sequence of N-AS is obtained, Algorithm 1 tries 
to find a set of corresponding QoS-based Concrete Services, 
thus generating a customised concrete plan for a target user 
and/or a domain-specific context.1

Hence, three situations may occur. The first case is that 
a customised concrete plan is found, i.e. for each N-AS of 
tempSeq, a Service Provider that supplies a corresponding 

Q-CS with the prescribed QoS value is available. The sec-
ond case is verified when there are no Q-CS that realise one 
or more N-AS of tempSeq. The last case is verified when 
it is impossible to generate a customised concrete plan in 
compliance with the set of normed-QoS. Even though only 
obligations and prohibitions that have a restrictive role are 
included as normed-QoS, priorities are associated with each 
normed-QoS to determine the ones that are more restrictive 
than others. So, when it is impossible to generate a cus-
tomised concrete plan, a recovery mechanism is adopted. 
In consists in finding an alternative solution by relaxing the 
constraints imposed by the normed-QoS set starting with 
the ones with the lowest priority. However, there are some 
normed-QoS that cannot be relaxed because they are hard 
constraints for the target user or the domain context. For 
instance, the prohibition of a visual interaction modality is 
a hard constraint for visually impaired people. Thus, it is 
fundamental for this category of people to be assisted by 
employing technological devices that do not use a visual 
interaction modality. For this reason, it is imposed by the 
design that an appropriate priority value is used to indicate 
that the normed-QoS is not releasable.

After the generation of the customised concrete plan, its 
QoS-based Concrete Services are executed. The algorithm 
checks if some unexpected events occurred in the environ-
ment by evaluating if the execution of a Q-CS has generated 
an effect on the dynamic state of the world invalidating the 
proceeding of the execution of the plan. In this case, the 
algorithm re-plans the customised concrete plan starting 
from that Q-CS, thus adapting the customised concrete plan 
to the new state of the world.

5.4  Steps of the methodological approach

The proposed methodological approach can be summarised 
with a six steps process, as illustrated in Fig. 3. It consists 
of creating customised concrete plans starting from a graph 
representation of an Abstract Workflow, generating a Norm-
oriented Abstract Workflow model, and applying the pro-
posed algorithms. In the following are illustrated the six 
steps. 

1. Norm-oriented Abstract Workflow initialisation: It con-
sists in identifying the goal of the assistive task and the 
target users;

2. Norm-oriented Abstract Service set definition: It is an 
iterative procedure to be applied for each node of the 
initial Abstract Workflow consisting in: (i) defining vari-
ables for each node that specify the elements that the 
node handles, (ii) specifying appropriate propositions 
for the endpoint of the arrow in-coming to the node 
and for the start-point of the arrow out-coming from 
the node that represent the preconditions and the post-

1 In this work, the descriptions of the QoS-based Concrete Services 
available in the environment are stored in a repository where each 
Service Provider has to be registered.
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conditions of the corresponding Norm-oriented Abstract 
Service respectively, (iii) and finally associating the set 
of QoS types that are considered;

3. Define normed-QoS: It consists in defining QoS types, 
and QoS values according to the target users, using the 
deontic operators (i.e., Option, Prohibition or Obliga-
tion), and in assigning a priority to the Normed-QoS;

4. Acquire state of the world: It consists in identifying the 
SIS related to a user or a class of users and acquire the 
DIS;

5. Generate model specification: It consists in generating 
the Norm-oriented Abstract Workflow model starting 
from to the Norm-oriented Abstract Service set, the 
goal, the state of the world, and the normed-QoS;

6. Generate customised concrete plan: It consists in apply-
ing the algorithms presented in Sect. 5.3 to the Norm-
oriented Abstract Workflow model.

6  Application scenario

In this section, we show an application scenario based on the 
previous example of the Remind Medicine assistive task, in 
order to describe the entire process underlying the proposed 
methodology. The system is implemented in Python for its 
portability and its easy integration with platforms com-
posed of heterogeneous devices including robotic systems. 
In addition, compared to other high-level programming lan-
guages, it allows fast prototyping and it is one among the 

Fig. 3  Steps of the proposed 
methodological approach
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most popular and efficient programming languages for IoT. 
The repository of concrete services is stored in an SQLite 
database.

Let us suppose that in a healthcare home, there are sev-
eral guests with different characteristics (i.e., diseases, psy-
chological traits, gender, age). Let us also assume that the 
healthcare home is endowed with a plurality of devices such 
as robots, digital assistants, monitors that can provide dif-
ferent concrete services. Guests are equipped with smart-
phones, smart-watches or other kinds of personal digital 
devices. Each guest has to follow a pharmacological therapy 
that is a plan of medicines that have to be taken at specific 
hours of the day.

In this application scenario, a useful assistive task for the 
healthcare home guests is to remind them to take medicines. 
Such an assistive task can be represented by the graph illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Because of the different characteristics of 
guests, the subtasks of the assistive task should be provided 
by concrete services with QoS values that are more suit-
able to each guest’s profile, so increasing user satisfaction 
and acceptance of the assistance employing technological 
devices.

Figure 4 shows the functional schema of the proposed 
approach to produce concrete plans that are customised 
according to a particular user or a category of users starting 
from the Norm-oriented Abstract Workflow specification. 
Hence, the Norm-oriented Abstract Workflow model is pro-
duced following the steps illustrated in Sect. 5.4.

Firstly, to define the goal of the N-AW, we have to identify 
the trigger condition and the final state that it has to produce. 
As said above, a medicine usually has to be taken at the 
hour of the day established in the pharmacological therapy. 
Thus, the precondition of the goal can be identified by the 
proposition IsTime(T, User, Medicine) where T is 
a variable indicating the hour of the day, User is a variable 
for identifying the guest of the healthcare home, and Medi-
cine is a variable for identifying the specific medicine the 
user has to take.

The final state of the goal can be identified by the propo-
sition Remind(User, Medicine, completed). 
It indicates that the task to remind a User to take her/his 
Medicine at time T is completed.2

Fig. 4  Functional schema of the proposed approach

2 It is worth noting that the choice of the appropriate propositions to 
adopt to identify the elements of the model comes from an opportune 
ontological definition of the application domain that, as previously 
said, is out of the scope of this paper.
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The second step is the identification of the target user. 
According to the domain, the target users of the assistive 
task are the guests of the healthcare home. In this example, 
let us suppose that there are both visually impaired and irri-
table guests.

Then, for each node of the AW shown in Fig. 1, we iden-
tify the essential elements for defining the corresponding 
Norm-oriented Abstract Service. Let us consider the node 
FindUser. Its functionality is to identify user localization. 
Hence, a variable associated with such service is a User 
identification key. The preconditions of such service can be 
IsTime(T, User, Medicine) and Guest(User), 
meaning that the user has to be found if (s)he is a guest 
of the healthcare home, and it is the time to take her/his 
medicine. The postcondition of the service is that the user 
has been found. According to the first-order logic, it can be 
expressed with the formula Found(User).

Finally, the set of QoS types that we consider for this 
assistive task is composed of: the degree of interference, 
meaning the disturb that the adoption of some device may 
cause to the guest; the level of interaction required, i.e., the 
level of intrusiveness; the interaction modality, e.g., dia-
logue, text; the time the service may spend for completing 
its execution; and finally the amount of energy a service 
requires to execute. So, we consider QoS attributes that are 
strictly related with the target users, and two QoS attributes 
(the execution time and the energy consumption) that could 
be of interest for the administration of the healthcare home.

Hence, the Norm-oriented Abstract Service can be rep-
resented as follows: 

FindUser(User)
Preconditions: IsTime(T,User,Medicine),

Guest(User)
Postconditions: Found(User)
QualityOfServices:
InterferenceLevel(InterfLev1),
InteractionLevel(InteractLev1),
InteractionModality(InteractMod1),
ExecutionTime(ExecTime1),
EnergyWaste(EWLev1)

We assume that irritable users need that assistive tasks are 
delivered with a low level of interaction to limit their adverse 
reactions. While visually impaired users need that assistive 

G = ⟨������(�, ����, ��������), ������(����, ��������, ���������)⟩

tasks are delivered only through a dialogue modality and not 
a textual one. These assumptions are translated into norms 
having the highest priority. So, for irritable users, an obli-
gation imposes a low level of interaction, while for visually 
impaired users a prohibition imposes a visual modality.3

Moreover, we consider that it is obligatory to save energy 
consumption during the day because of its increased cost. 
So, services with high energy consumption should be chosen 
in the evening to save costs.

For the sake of simplicity, in the current release of the 
software, normed-QoS labelled with Priority (10) are 
considered by the system hard constraints that can not be 
releasable.

Normed-QoS(id1)
NormType: Prohibition
Services: All
QoSs: InteractionModality(visual)
ApplicabilityCond: IsUser(visually-impaired)
Priority: Priority(10)

Normed-QoS(id2)
NormType: Obligation
Services: All
QoSs: InteractionLevel(low)
ApplicabilityCond: IsUser(irritable)
Priority: Priority(10)

Normed-QoS(id3)
NormType: Obligation
Services: All
QoSs: EnergyWaste(low)
ApplicabilityCond: Timeslot(daytime)
Priority: Priority(3)

Moreover, we also assume that for irritable users, 
interactive services may generate discomfort if they take 
a long time to execute. So, short running services should 
be preferred. For this reason, another norm is introduced 
describing this situation (normed-QoS(id4)). Conversely, for 

3 As previously said, the norms have to be defined by a domain 
expert. The normed-QoS set defined in this application scenario has 
to be considered as an example.
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visually impaired guests, the execution time of service is not 
a concern (normed-QoS(id5)).

Normed-QoS(id4)
NormType: Obligation
Services: All
QoSs: ExecutionTime(low)
ApplicabilityCond: IsUser(irritable)
Priority: Priority(7)

Normed-QoS(id5)
NormType: Option
Services: All
QoSs: ExecutionTime(low)
ApplicabilityCond: IsUser(visually-impaired)
Priority: Priority(0)

To create assistive plans for irritable and visually 
impaired guests, the static information state is respectively: 

SIS: Guest(User), IsUser(irritable)

SIS: Guest(User), IsUser(visually-impaired)

 meaning that in the healthcare home there are both irri-
table and visually impaired guests.

The Norm-oriented Abstract Workflow model defined for 
the application scenario to generate Concrete Customised 
Plans for irritable users is the following:
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36 Check Taken Medicine ( User , Medicine )
37 Precond : I s Phy s i c a l S t a t e ( User , we l l )
38 OR Done Remind (User , Medicine )
39 Postcond : Took(User , Medicine )
40 OR NOT Taken (User , Medicine )
41 Qua l i tyOfSe rv i c e s :
42 I n t e r f e r e n c eL ev e l ( In t e r fLev3 ) ,
43 I n t e r a c t i onLev e l ( Inte ractLev3 ) ,
44 In t e rac t i onModa l i ty ( InteractMod3 ) ,
45 ExecutionTime (ExecTime3 ) ,
46 EnergyWaste (EWLev3)
47

48 Check Time In ( User , Medicine )
49 Precond : NOT Taken (User , Medicine )
50 Postcond : In Time (User , Medicine , yes )
51 OR ( In Time (User , Medicine , no )
52 AND Fa i l u r e ( User , Medicine , t imeout ) )
53 Qua l i tyOfSe rv i c e s :
54 I n t e r f e r e n c eL ev e l ( In t e r fLev5 ) ,
55 I n t e r a c t i onLev e l ( Inte ractLev5 ) ,
56 In t e rac t i onModa l i ty ( InteractMod5 ) ,
57 ExecutionTime (ExecTime5 ) ,
58 EnergyWaste (EWLev5)
59

60 Remind medicine ( User , Medicine )
61 Precond : In Time (User , Medicine , yes )
62 Postcond : Done Remind (User , Medicine )
63 Qua l i tyOfSe rv i c e s :
64 I n t e r f e r e n c eL ev e l ( In t e r fLev6 ) ,
65 I n t e r a c t i onLev e l ( Inte ractLev6 ) ,
66 In t e rac t i onModa l i ty ( InteractMod6 ) ,
67 ExecutionTime (ExecTime6 ) ,
68 EnergyWaste (EWLev6)

102 NormType : Obl igat ion
103 Se r v i c e s : Al l
104 QoSs : EnergyWaste ( low )
105 Appl i cab i l i tyCond : Timeslot ( daytime )
106 Pr i o r i t y : P r i o r i t y (3 )
107

108 Normed QoS( id4 )
109 NormType : Obl igat ion
110 Se r v i c e s : A l l
111 QoSs : ExecutionTime ( low )
112 Appl i cab i l i tyCond : I sUser ( i r r i t a b l e )
113 Pr i o r i t y : P r i o r i t y (7 )
114

115 Normed QoS( id5 )
116 NormType : Option
117 Se r v i c e s : Al l
118 QoSs : ExecutionTime ( low )
119 Appl i cab i l i tyCond : I sUser ( v i s u a l l y−impaired )
120 Pr i o r i t y : P r i o r i t y (0 )
121

Listing 2: N-AW Specification Model

1

2 /∗∗ State o f the world ∗∗/
3 SIS : Guest ( User ) , I sUser ( i r r i t a b l e )
4 DIS : IsTime (T, User , Medicine ) ,
5 Timeslot ( daytime )
6

7 /∗∗ Goal ∗∗/
8 TriggerCond : IsTime (T, User , Medicine )
9 Fina lS ta t e : Remind(User , Medicine , completed )

10

11 /∗∗ Norm−o r i en t ed Abstract S e r v i c e s Set ∗∗/
12

13 FindUser ( User )
14 Precond : IsTime (T, User , Medicine ) ,
15 Guest ( User )
16 Postcond : Found( User ) OR Fa i l u r e ( User ,
17 Medicine , not found )
18 Qua l i tyOfSe rv i c e s :
19 I n t e r f e r e n c eL ev e l ( In t e r fLev1 ) ,
20 I n t e r a c t i onLev e l ( Inte ractLev1 ) ,
21 In t e rac t i onModa l i ty ( InteractMod1 ) ,
22 ExecutionTime (ExecTime1 ) ,
23 EnergyWaste (EWLev1)
24

25 Check User Physical State ( User )
26 Precond : Found( User )
27 Postcond : I s Phy s i c a l S t a t e ( User , we l l )
28 OR( I s Phy s i c a l S t a t e ( User , bad )
29 AND Fa i l u r e ( User , Medicine , not hea l thy ) )
30 Qua l i tyOfSe rv i c e s :
31 I n t e r f e r e n c eL ev e l ( In t e r fLev2 ) ,
32 I n t e r a c t i onLev e l ( Inte ractLev2 ) ,
33 In t e rac t i onModa l i ty ( InteractMod2 ) ,
34 ExecutionTime (ExecTime2 ) ,
35 EnergyWaste (EWLev2)

69

70 Alert ( User , Medicine ,Msg)
71 Precond : Fa i l u r e ( User , Medicine ,Msg)
72 Postcond : Anomaly (User , Medicine ,Msg)
73 AND Remind(User , Medicine , completed )
74 Qua l i tyOfSe rv i c e s :
75 I n t e r f e r e n c eL ev e l ( In t e r fLev8 ) ,
76 I n t e r a c t i onLev e l ( Inte ractLev8 ) ,
77 In t e rac t i onModa l i ty ( InteractMod8 ) ,
78 ExecutionTime (ExecTime8 ) ,
79 EnergyWaste (EWLev8)
80

81 Terminate Process ( User , Medicine )
82 Precond : Took(User , Medicine )
83 Postcond : Remind(User , Medicine , completed )
84

85 /∗∗ Normed−QoS Set ∗∗/
86

87 Normed QoS( id1 )
88 NormType : Proh ib i t i on
89 Se r v i c e s : Al l
90 QoSs : In t e rac t i onModa l i ty ( v i s u a l )
91 Appl i cab i l i tyCond : I sUser ( v i s u a l l y−impaired )
92 Pr i o r i t y : P r i o r i t y (10)
93

94 Normed QoS( id2 )
95 NormType : Obl igat ion
96 Se r v i c e s : Al l
97 QoSs : I n t e r a c t i onLev e l ( low )
98 Appl i cab i l i tyCond : I sUser ( i r r i t a b l e )
99 Pr i o r i t y : P r i o r i t y (10)

100

101 Normed QoS( id3 )
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Fig. 5  Concrete services reposi-
tory
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Finally, in order to apply the proposed algorithms, a set 
of QoS-based Concrete Services should be available in the 
healthcare home. We consider twenty-seven QoS-based 
Abstract Services whose descriptions have been stored in an 

appropriate service repository. They are grouped into differ-
ent Abstract Services according to the specific functionality 
they provide. The table in Fig. 5 shows an excerpt of such a 
repository. For a specific Abstract Service, there are multiple 

Concrete Customised Plan for 
Irritable Users

Concrete Customised Plan for 
Visually Impaired Users

Call User 
(UserPhone Number)

Analyze Physical State 
(UserId)

Show Medicine
(UserId, Medicine) 

Check Time In
 (User, Medicine)

Remind medicine 
(User, Medicine)

Show Medicine
(UserId, Medicine) 

Terminate Process

InfLev=Low
IntLev=Low
IntMod=Text
ExecT=Low
EW=Med

Start

End

InfLev=Med
IntLev=Low
IntMod=Graph
ExecT=Low
EW=Low

InfLev=Low
IntLev=Low
IntMod=Graph
ExecT=Low
EW=Low

InfLev=Low
IntLev=Low
IntMod=Null
ExecT=Low
EW=Low

InfLev=Low
IntLev=Low
IntMod=Text
ExecT=Low
EW=Med

InfLev=Low
IntLev=Low
IntMod=Graph
ExecT=Low
EW=Low

SeeUser 
(UserFace)

Examine User 
(UserName)

Ask For Medicine 
(Username, Medicine) 

Check Time In
 (User, Medicine)

Remind medicine 
(User, Medicine)

Alert taken Medicine 
(UserId, Medicine) 

Terminate Process

InfLev=Med
IntLev=Med
IntMod=Dialog
ExecT=Low
EW=Low

Start

End

InfLev=Null
IntLev=Null
IntMod=Dialog
ExecT=Med
EW=null

InfLev=Null
IntLev=Null
IntMod=Dialog
ExecT=High
EW=Null

InfLev=Low
IntLev=Low
IntMod=Null
ExecT=Low
EW=Low

InfLev=Null
IntLev=Null
IntMod=Dialog
ExecT=Med
EW=Null

InfLev=Low
IntLev=Low
IntMod=Dialog
ExecT=Low
EW=Low

Fig. 6  Customised concrete plans for irritable and visually impaired users
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QoS-based Concrete Services which are able to fulfil the 
postconditions of the corresponding Norm-oriented Abstract 
Service in different ways, as shown in the 2nd column. For 
each QoS-based Concrete Service, the corresponding Ser-
vice Provider (i.e., the device) and its availability (i.e., the 
state) is reported respectively in the 4th and the 5th col-
umns of the table of Fig. 5. The input and output sets of the 
QoS-based Concrete Services referring to same functionality 
may be different. Let us consider the FindUser Abstract 
Service. It can be provided by three QoS-based Concrete 
Services, differing from each other in the way they accom-
plish the task, and in the input sets. For example, SeeUser 
is provided by a robot, and it needs to know the user’s face 
to find her/him in the healthcare home. While CallUser 
is provided by a smart-phone, and it needs the number of 
the user’s phone. Finally, GotoUser may also be provided 
by a human that needs to know the name of the user to be 
found. Conversely, the outputs of these concrete services are, 
in this case, the same.

It is worth noting that for the same Abstract Service, the 
corresponding QoS-based Concrete Services may have dif-
ferent QoS values, as shown in the 6th column of the table 
of Fig. 5. In addition, for some of these services, QoS val-
ues cannot be defined, because not applicable to a specific 
device, so a null value is provided.

For the sake of simplicity, in this example we consider 
only five QoS Types, namely InterferenceLevel, Interac-
tionLevel, InteractionModality, ExecutionTime, and Ener-
gyWaste. Each Q-CS is associated with different values of 
these five parameters. For example, the robot and the smart-
phone provide the same functionality through two different 
QoS-based Concrete Services, SeeUser and CallUser 
that have different QoS values. The first one interacts with 
the user through dialogue, and it has a medium level of inter-
action and a medium level of interference. Conversely, the 
second one finds the user sending a text message to her/his 
smart-phone. Thus, it provides lower values for the level of 

interaction and the level of interference with respect to the 
previous one. They are also characterised by different energy 
consumption.

Hence, the algorithms applied to the previous Norm-
oriented Abstract Workflow model, with the available QoS-
based Concrete Services, produce two different customised 
concrete plans for irritable and visually impaired users 
respectively (see Fig. 6).

– Customised concrete plan for irritable guests It consists 
of seven Q-CS. A smart-phone provides the first service 
to find the guest with low values of interference level, 
interaction level and execution time by using a textual 
interaction modality and a medium waste of energy. A 
smart-watch provides both the second service to check 
the physical state of the guest, and the third one to remind 
the guest her/his medicine with the same value of inter-
action level and execution time, but different interac-
tion modality (graphical and textual) and energy waste. 
A tablet provides the service to check if the guest has 
taken the medicine with its corresponding QoS values, 
and it is performed twice, before and after reminding 
the medicine. Finally, the last one is a system service to 
terminate the process. Such a plan has been obtained by 
relaxing the normed-QoS(id3) related to energy waste. 
In fact, there are not QoS-based Concrete Services that 
satisfy all the obligatory normed-QoS. Thus, the system 
relaxes the normed-QoS with the lowest priority among 
the obligatory ones applicable to irritable users and in the 
domain context. As we can see, by relaxing the normed-
QoS(id3), the algorithm may choose CallUser that 
has a medium value of energy waste, and the Remind 
Medicine provided by the smart-phone, thus maintain-
ing the compliance with the highest priority norms for an 
irritable user (normed-QoS(id2) and normed-QoS(id4)). 
For space concerns, some service names have been 
abbreviated in the reported solution. 
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Start
-> CallUser(UserNumber) by SmartPhone
with InterferenceLevel=low
and InteractionLevel=low
and InteractionModality=text
and ExecutionTime=low
and EnergyWaste=medium

-> Analyze_Phys_State(UserID) by SmartWatch
with InterferenceLevel=medium
and InteractionLevel=low
and InteractionModality=graphic
and ExecutionTime=low
and EnergyWaste=low

-> Show_Med_Taken(UserID,Medicine) by Tablet
with InterferenceLevel=low
and InteractionLevel=low
and InteractionModality=graphic
and ExecutionTime=low
and EnergyWaste=low
-> Check_Time_In(User, Medicine) by Robot
with InterferenceLevel=low
and InteractionLevel=low
and InteractionModality=null
and ExecutionTime=low
and EnergyWaste=low
-> Remind_med(User, Medicine) by SmartWatch
with InterferenceLevel=low
and InteractionLevel=low
and InteractionModality=text
and ExecutionTime=low
and EnergyWaste=med
-> Show_Med_Taken(UserID,Medicine) by Tablet
with InterferenceLevel=low
and InteractionLevel=low
and InteractionModality=graphic
and ExecutionTime=low
and EnergyWaste=low
-> ProcessFinish(None) by Orchestrator

Solution found by relaxing Normed-QoS(id3)

– Customised concrete plan for visually impaired guests 
It consists of the same number of QoS-based Concrete 
Services as the previous one, but three services are pro-
vided by a human because there are not devices that can 
provide dialogue modality with a low value of energy 
waste, as required by the norms for this class of users. It 
should be noted that the preferred level of execution time 

CCP for Visually Impaired Users 
after replanning

Goto User 
(UserName)

Examine User 
(UserName)

Ask For Medicine 
(Username, Medicine) 

Check Time In
 (User, Medicine)

Remind medicine 
(User, Medicine)

Alert taken Medicine 
(UserId, Medicine) 

Terminate Process

InfLev=Null
IntLev=Null
IntMod=Dialog
ExecT=High
EW=Null

Start

End

InfLev=Null
IntLev=Null
IntMod=Dialog
ExecT=Med
EW=Null

InfLev=Null
IntLev=Null
IntMod=Dialog
ExecT=High
EW=Null

InfLev=Low
IntLev=Low
IntMod=Null
ExecT=Low
EW=Low

InfLev=Null
IntLev=Null
IntMod=Dialog
ExecT=Med
EW=Null

InfLev=Low
IntLev=Low
IntMod=Dialog
ExecT=Low
EW=Low

Fig. 7  Concrete customised plans for visually impaired users after the 
replanning phase

▸
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cannot be obtained in the case of the services provided 
by the human since this QoS type is not applicable to 
humans. Conversely, desired values of execution time are 
satisfied by the remaining QoS-based Concrete Services 
found by the algorithms. 

Start
-> SeeUser(UserFace) by Robot
with InterferenceLevel=medium
and InteractionLevel=medium
and InteractionModality=dialog
and ExecutionTime=low
and EnergyWaste=low
-> Examine_User(UserName) by Human
with InterferenceLevel=null
and InteractionLevel=null
and InteractionModality=dialog
and ExecutionTime=medium
and EnergyWaste=null
-> Ask_Taken_Med(UserName, Medicine) by Human
with InterferenceLevel=null
and InteractionLevel=null
and InteractionModality=dialog
and ExecutionTime=high
and EnergyWaste=null
-> Check_Time_In(User, Medicine) by Robot
with InterferenceLevel=low
and InteractionLevel=low
and InteractionModality=null
and ExecutionTime=low
and EnergyWaste=low
-> Remind_med(User, Medicine) by Human
with InterferenceLevel=null
and InteractionLevel=null
and InteractionModality=dialog
and ExecutionTime=medium
and EnergyWaste=null
-> Alert_Taken_Med(UserPhN,Med) by SmartPhone

with InterferenceLevel=low
and InteractionLevel=low
and InteractionModality=dialog
and ExecutionTime=low
and EnergyWaste=low
-> ProcessFinish(None) by Orchestrator

It should be noted that starting from the same set of QoS-
based Concrete Services and the same required assistive 
task, two different customised concrete plans are generated 
for two different classes of users with different preferences 
and needs.

6.1  The re‑planning phase

The generated plans depend both on the user preferences and 
needs, and on the environment in which the system operates. 
The environment may change with time because of some 
dynamic circumstances may take place, such as the unavail-
ability of some devices because of a fault. When a dynamic 
circumstance occurs, the dynamic state of the world changes 
accordingly, since it is updated with variable information 
gathered from time to time (the update frequency of the 
dynamic state of the world is fixed in advance). In such a 
case, the framework can find an alternative plan. In case of 
a device fault, the change of the dynamic state of the world 
results in a change of the state of the involved device, so the 
algorithm replaces the unavailable device with another one 
that provides the same functionality still compatible with 
the target users. So, the algorithm re-plans the customised 
concrete plan starting from that point of failure where the 
service replacement was necessary. For example, if the robot 
is out of work, the system produces, for visually impaired 
users, the following alternative plan by replacing the con-
crete services provided by the robot with the ones provided 
by the human and the tablet. In Fig. 7 its graphical represen-
tation is also shown.
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and EnergyWaste=null
-> Ask_Taken_Med(UserName, Medicine) by Human
with InterferenceLevel=null
and InteractionLevel=null
and InteractionModality=dialog
and ExecutionTime=high
and EnergyWaste=null
-> Check_Time_In(User, Medicine) by Tablet
with InterferenceLevel=low
and InteractionLevel=low
and InteractionModality=null
and ExecutionTime=low
and EnergyWaste=low
-> Remind_med(User, Medicine) by Human
with InterferenceLevel=null
and InteractionLevel=null
and InteractionModality=dialog
and ExecutionTime=medium
and EnergyWaste=null
-> Alert_Taken_Med(UserPN,Med) by SmartPhone
with InterferenceLevel=low
and InteractionLevel=low
and InteractionModality=dialog

Start
-> GotoUser(UserName) by Human
with InterferenceLevel=null
and InteractionLevel=null
and InteractionModality=dialog
and ExecutionTime=high
and EnergyWaste=null
-> Examine_User(UserName) by Human
with InterferenceLevel=null
and InteractionLevel=null
and InteractionModality=dialog
and ExecutionTime=medium

and ExecutionTime=low
and EnergyWaste=low
-> ProcessFinish(None) by Orchestrator

Such application scenario showed that the proposed 
methodology allows to dynamically generate personalised 
assistive tasks, according to the prescribed norms. Further-
more, if a failure occurs in the generation of a customised 
plan compliant with all the prescribed norms, the frame-
work allows to generate alternative plans in the case there 
are norms that can be relaxed. Finally, an adaptation mecha-
nism is provided for the re-planning of assistive tasks when 
unforeseen events occur invalidating their execution.

7  An experimental validation

In order to provide an experimental validation of the proposed 
approach, the norm-based framework has been tested within 
the context of the project “User-centered Profiling and Adap-
tation for Socially Assistive Robotics” (UPA4SAR),4 whose 
objective was to develop a robotic system to assist patients 
with neurological disorders, as dementia, for their daily activi-
ties at their homes (Di Napoli and Rossi 2019). In order to 
improve the level of acceptance of the new technology for a 
class of so fragile users, both the neurological and personal-
ity profile of patients were taken into account to personalise 
robotic behaviours. Personalisation consisted in adapting the 
interaction modalities with the robot according to the patient’s 
characteristics and needs. The characteristics were extracted 
by the teams of neurologists and psychologists based on neu-
rological and personality tests, respectively CDR (Morris 
1993) and Neo-Pi3 (McCrae et al. 2005), and other personal 
information as the age and the schooling level.

The experimental phase of the project consisted in pro-
viding timely executed personalised assistive plans for a set 
of home patients through a social robot acting as an assis-
tant. The robot executed supporting activities such as cogni-
tive entertainment, reminding medicines, and checking daily 
living tasks (lunch, breakfast, and so on), without any remote 
control.

We provide an experimental validation of the proposed 
methodology by applying the framework on the set of real 
data of patients recruited for the UPA4SAR project. The 

Table 1  Patients characteristics

Patients Memory Neuroticism Schooling
Level Level Level

#1 Medium Low Medium
#2 Medium High Low
#3 High High Medium
#4 High High Medium
#5 High Low High
#6 High Low Medium
#7 High Low Medium

Table 2  Repetition frequency w.r.t. memory and neuroticism levels

Memory Level Neuroticism Level

Low High

Low 5 min 10 min
Medium 10 min 20 min
High 15 min 30 min

4 A three-year research project funded by the Italian Ministry of Edu-
cation, Universities, and Research—grant no. 2015KB-L78T.
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rationale of this validation is to verify that the obtained cus-
tomised concrete plans are the same assistive tasks, in terms 
of QoS values and devices, executed by the robotic system 
during the experiments carried out at the patients’ homes for 
the remind medicine task.

For the validation, only the robot interaction modalities 
were considered as QoS parameters, without considering 
different devices since for the project experimentation only 
the robot was used as a service provider. Nevertheless, the 
framework generalises the personalisation of assistive plans 
also with respect to different service providers, since every 
personalisation dimension is uniformly treated as a norm.

The number of patients taking part in the experimental 
phase was seven. This small number depended on the difficul-
ties to find people available for the experimentation, on the 
progression of their neurological disorder, and above all on the 
possibility to deploy the robotic systems in their homes (such 
as the presence of domestic animals, or carpets, and so on).

Nevertheless, the possibility to use realistic data was 
an added value for testing the norm-based approach here 
proposed, since it was possible to check whether the auto-
matically customised concrete plans were compliant with the 
ones executed during the project experimentation.

The characteristics of patients considered for personalis-
ing the remind medicine task were:

– the level of memory split in three ranges Low, Medium, 
High corresponding respectively to not memory loss, 
moderate memory loss, and severe memory loss;

– the level of neuroticism personality factor split in two 
ranges Low, High corresponding respectively to indi-
viduals with more or less ability to cope with anxiety or 
to control reactions;

– the level of schooling split in three ranges Low, Medium, 
High based on the years of the Italian education system 
corresponding respectively to primary education (up to 5 
years), secondary education (from 8 to 13 years), higher 
education (13+ years).

The considered QoS parameters for personalisation were 
the frequency at which the robot interacts with the patient, 
and the robot interaction modalities (textual or vocal) that 
have to be modulated according to the characteristics of the 
patients participating to the experimentation summarised in 
Table 1.

The teams of specialists that recruited and classified the 
patients suggested the personalisation criteria. In particu-
lar, they suggested that both the level of memory and neu-
roticism have to be taken into account to set the frequencies 
for repeating the task to remind medicine, as reported in 
Table 2.

In addition, they suggested that the type of interaction 
modality with the robot, textual or vocal, can be correlated 
to the level of schooling of the patient. In fact, for patients 
with a low instruction level, a vocal modality was consid-
ered mandatory since it is supposed they are not able to 
read fluently on a technological device. Conversely, both 
textual and vocal interaction modality were considered suit-
able for patients with a medium and high instruction level 
(see Table 3).

These suggestions were translated into a set of 8 norms 
for the assistive task of reminding medicines, as follows:

Normed-QoS(id1)
NormType: Obligation
Services: All
QoSs: RepetitionFrequency(5)
ApplicabilityCond: IsMemory(low)

AND IsNeuroticism(low)
Priority: Priority(10)

Normed-QoS(id2)
NormType: Option
Services: All
QoSs: RepetitionFrequency(10)
ApplicabilityCond: IsMemory(medium)

AND IsNeuroticism(low)
Priority: Priority(0)

Normed-QoS(id3)
NormType: Prohibited
Services: All
QoSs: RepetitionFrequency(5)
ApplicabilityCond: IsMemory(high)

AND IsNeuroticism(low)
Priority: Priority(10)

Normed-QoS(id4)
NormType: Obligation
Services: All
QoSs: RepetitionFrequency(10)
ApplicabilityCond: IsMemory(low)

AND IsNeuroticism(high)
Priority: Priority(10)

Table 3  Interaction modality 
w.r.t. schooling level

Schooling Interaction
Level Modality

Low Vocal
Medium Textual/vocal
High Textual/vocal
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Normed-QoS(id5)
NormType: Obligation
Services: All
QoSs: RepetitionFrequency(20)
ApplicabilityCond: IsMemory(medium)

AND IsNeuroticism(high)
Priority: Priority(10)

Normed-QoS(id6)
NormType: Obligation
Services: All
QoSs: RepetitionFrequency(30)
ApplicabilityCond: IsMemory(high)

AND IsNeuroticism(high)
Priority: Priority(10)

Normed-QoS(id7)
NormType: Prohibition
Services: All
QoSs: InteractionModality(textual)
ApplicabilityCond: IsSchoolingLevel(low)
Priority: Priority(10)

Normed-QoS(id8)
NormType: Option
Services: All
QoSs: InteractionModality(Vocal)
ApplicabilityCond: IsSchoolingLevel(medium)

OR IsSchoolingLevel(high)
Priority: Priority(0)

It should be noted that norms apply to all those services 
providing the QoS parameters the norm refers to. These 
norms were injected into the framework together with the 
static information state containing the patients’ profiles as 
follows:

SIS: IsPatient(Username), IsMemory(M_Level),
IsSchoolingLevel(SC_Level),
IsNeuroticism(N_Level)

where M_Level, SC_Level and N_Level refer respectively 
to the level of memory, schooling and neuroticism.

The framework automatically generated different cus-
tomised concrete plans for the remind medicine task whose 
component robotic services (corresponding to the Abstract 
Services of Fig. 1) have QoS parameters values compliant 
with the suggestions reported in the Tables 2 and 3. This 
means that the generation of the customised concrete plans 
guarantees that personalisation is realised at the level of the 
single component service. The evaluation allowed to gather 
on the field validation of the proposed approach by verify-
ing the framework adherence to the expected results. In fact, 
personalised assistive plans according to users’ profiles are 
automatically generated without relying on ad-hoc designed 
personalisation for each category of users.

7.1  Normative reasoning scalability

To assess the robustness of the proposed approach, an 
experimental evaluation was carried out to analyse the per-
formances of the normative reasoning. The robustness is 

Table 4  Execution time (ms) of 
the normative reasoner varying 
N-AS and N-QoS 

N-AS N-QoS

1 2 4 8 16 32

5 6 8.8 10.4 16 28.9 65.9
10 9.9 12.5 18 29.5 53.7 121.1
20 30.7 35.7 48.4 78.5 151.8 360.5
40 54.7 64.7 86.8 133.5 252.9 580.8
80 110.9 126.3 156.8 235.2 414.8 959.5

0 1 2 4 8 16 32
0

100
200
300
400
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800
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Fig. 8  Histograms of the normative reasoner execution time
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evaluated in terms of scalability of the normative reasoner 
algorithm by measuring its execution time, varying both the 
number of Norm-oriented Abstract Services and normed-
QoS, with norms applied to all involved services.

For the scalability evaluation, only the execution time of 
the normative reasoner is considered since the time to bind 
and execute the concrete services heavily depends on the 
technology used by their developers. Since services can be 
provided by third parties, in accordance with the Service-
Oriented approach, their performances cannot be included 
in this evaluation.

The results of the evaluation are reported in Table 4 and 
in Fig. 8 using a histogram representation.

They show that the execution time for cases with large 
numbers of N-AS and N-QoS, such as the case with 80 N-AS 
and 32 N-QoS considered in these experiments, is less than 
1 second. So, limitation on the number of considered norms 
is not an issue.

Moreover, in real application scenarios, as in the case 
of the UPA4SAR project, it is unlikely that assistive tasks 
are composed of a large number of both services and per-
sonalisation dimensions. In fact, in the real case previously 
reported, the number of Abstract Services composing the 
assistive task to remind medicine and the number of norms 
used for personalisation were respectively 6 and 8.

8  Discussion and conclusions

The proposed methodological approach to automatically 
generate assitive plans customised to different classes of 
users, and to different ambient assisted living environments 
presents features that can be summarized as follows.

Personalised QoS-based service selection: Subjective 
and objective QoS types are considered, including the 
typical QoS service attributes that depend on providers, 
such as Energy Waste or Execution Time, and attributes 
related to different categories of users.
Normed-based customisation: The proposed approach 
allows assistive task customisation by decoupling the 
variable part of the model due to user personalisation, 
from the service layer, by means of normed quality of 
service. Hence, any change in the set of norms does not 
have an impact on the service layer.
Reduced complexity: The generation of a customised 
concrete plan based on QoS satisfaction is carried out 
starting from a high level of abstraction leading to a con-
crete one. The abstraction allows to group concrete ser-
vices that provide equivalent functionalities in a single 
abstract service, so reducing the search space to find the 
component concrete services. In this way, a substantially 
smaller space of solutions is searched for, so making the 

approach more efficient compared with traditional ones 
that explore the whole space of concrete service for find-
ing a solution.
Flexibility: The possibility to generate different alter-
natives to provide assistive tasks by including different 
types of norms allows addressing both the needs of differ-
ent classes of users, and also the conditions of the specific 
execution context. The obligation and prohibition norms 
impose restrictions for categories of users and for domain 
contexts, while optional norms allows generating more 
alternative solutions.
Adaptation: The adaptation is guaranteed by the pos-
sibility to re-plan the customised concrete plan if some 
changes occur in the environment, by choosing different 
services that still comply with norms.
Handling composition failure: The proposed approach 
handles composition failure by providing mechanisms for 
relaxing QoS constraints when not suitable services are 
available that meet QoS requirements by releasing the 
corresponding norms.
Simple deployment: The proposed methodology can be 
easily deployed also in pre-existing AAL environments 
equipped with different technological devices because of 
the decoupling between abstraction of services and their 
actual provision. The effort lies on building the Norm-
oriented Abstract Workflow specification model, and on 
specifying the endpoint of the services delivered by the 
service providers of the AAL environment.

Personalisation based on the characteristics and needs of 
a fragile class of users, such as elderly, is a fundamental 
requisite in order to make effective assistive care supported 
by modern technology in the context of Ambient assisted 
living.

Our most relevant contribution is a methodology for the 
generation of assistive tasks that can be deployed in any 
AAL environment, relying on the integration of a service-
oriented approach and normative reasoning. The methodol-
ogy allows dynamic customisation of assistive tasks depend-
ing on the user characteristics, and the devices available in 
the AAL environment. The novel idea grounding on the 
paper is to define the quality of services related to the func-
tionality required to deliver an assistive task, in terms of 
norms that prescribe prohibited, obligatory or optional QoS 
values. In doing so, it is possible to apply a normative rea-
soning for the composition of QoS-based Concrete Services 
that realises an assistive task satisfying both the needs and 
preferences of classes of users, and environmental condi-
tions. The possibility to decouple the functionality a service 
provides from how that functionality is delivered (i.e. its 
quality of service) allows to provide both user customisa-
tion, and adaptation to dynamic events. In fact, the composi-
tion of services necessary for a customised assistive task is 
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realised reasoning on prescribed norms, without interfering 
with their functional composition.

In this work, we provide a formal specification of the 
methodology and a framework that implements it. Of course, 
knowledge formalisation of the domain under study is neces-
sary, that requires human effort depending on the size of the 
domain. Such an effort can be mitigated by using automated 
tools for building ontologies. Instead, the most demanding 
effort is related to the creation of the Norm-oriented Abstract 
Workflow specification model that is currently manually 
generated.

The implemented framework is used in a working appli-
cation scenario with more devices available as service pro-
viders. Moreover, it is tested on real patient data to provide 
an on field validation to verify its applicability on real appli-
cation scenarios.
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